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Paradigm Lost?

As individuals, we have been engaged in Asian American
Studies for a combined quarber-of-a-century, and we are con-
cemed by recent developments thJ'g¿tening our ability to carry
out ou¡ work in ways faithful to the fields original critical,
counterhegemonic stance.
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Many of these negative developments can be tied to two
salient trends of the 1980s. First, universities have systemati-
cally eroded the autonomy--+specially in terms of self-gover-
nânce a¡d self-deternination<f Asian American and Ethnis
Studies programs. Second, the "multiculturalization" end "i¡.-
ternationalization" of university curriculum has created oppor-
tunities for those who were never-or only
peripherally-involved in either Asian American or Ethnic
Studies to defi¡e these fields and impose criteria that govern
them within the academy.

Ttrese two trends have a number of very visible manifes-
tations qa s¡mpusês across the country. In some settings, multi-
culturalism provides a vehicle to water down and subvert the
critical th¡ust of Asian Anerican and Ethnic Studies curricu-
Ium. Concomitantly, a faculty candidate's acceptance by main-
stream academic departments, for exarnple, has often become a
necessary qualification for hire above and beyond the
individual's merits as an Asian Americenist. All in all, an Asian
Americenist must pursue legitimacy within the university in
terms of traditional scholarly criteria, the most important of
which involves publication in refereed, disciplinary jou::nals, as
well as publishing books through university presses-preciseþ
those vehicles of "intellectual productiono that traditionally
excluded Asian American issues and perspecbives, not to men-
tion scholars.l

We can measure the success of this imposed system by the
growing hierarchy emerging u¡ithin Asian American Studies.
'We, ourselves, can be heard distinguishing among students,
graduate students, and those with a "ñd" (or, Ph.D.); or among
professors who are "lecturers" (basically, gtossly underpaid
temporary faculf), "tenure-tracP (with somewhat better pay,
more perks, but still under review), or "tenured" (senior profes-
sors vrith job security). Or we distinguish based on a given
individual's disciplinary, departmental, and institutional sta-
tus. We have been academically coloni"ed. Asian Americanists
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have even begun to identi$, and even sometimes complqin
about, colleagues we must tiptoe around because they have
become "gatekeepers': senior faculty no one dares offend be-
cause their favorable evaluations can literally mean access to a
badly needed job or publication opportunities.

One might well ask if Asian American Studies has lost its
critical "counterhegemonic" edge in the 1990s. A brief review of
some of the founding principles of Asian American Studies
provides one vantage point on where things have gone astray,
as well as possible prospects for the futu¡e.

Prospectus

We argue, below, that the first Asian American Studies
programs didhave a cogent vision of, and. even methodology for
advancing, the ñeld. Vfe suggest that the implicit theoretical
basis of mal'y programs, however, ü¡as an Asian American
version of culturol natíonalism that carried $'ithin it a set of
profound, ifnot fatal, contradictions. These contradictions be-
ceme increasingly visible through the 1980s. We argue, then,
that lack of critical and reflexive assessment of cultural nation-
alism has contributed to the present state of the field. In addi-
tion, although Asian American echolars have taken steps to
organioe the students, faculty, and staffat a national level, we
have only pursued, at best, ad hoc theoretical reformulations of
AsianAmerican Studies and have yetto pursue effective mech-
anisms to monitor various practical implementations of the
field.

Our approach to evaluating the present state of Asian
American Studies within the context of higher education in the
United States revolves around analyzing a key case study. The
Asian American Studies progtam at San Francisco State pro.
vides a crucial vantage point on the past, as this progrem had
unusually wide powers of self-determination from the very
beginning, and was also situated within the only autonomous
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School of Ethnic Studies in NorthAmerica.2In short, \rye assess
the relative contributions and limitations of Asian American
Studies at State as a kind ofindex to gauge the state ofthe field
as a whole. We conclude by offering a series of suggestions based
on our belief that retheorizing is the paramount issue for Asian
American Studies at this point in its development: Thus, at a
national level, practitioners of .{,sian .¿[¡sriç¡n Studies should
do everythingintheir powerto win autonomy and self-determi-
nation as a basis for theoretically reconceptualizing the field.
We also believe trþ¿f lin'kiag Asian American Studies more
tangibly to the larger field of Ethnic Studies is one way to
advance and defend this agenda.

Roots and Bases of Asian American Studies

In the university setting, Asian American Studies histori-
cally has focused on four substantive topics: history, iden-
tity/personality, community and culture, and politics, especially
in terms of the politics of empowerment and social change. At
first glimpse, what distinguished Asian American Studies per-
spectives, across the board, was that it attæmptedto be holistic,
and it prioritized analyses that integrated insights, concepts,
and perspectives that were tied to the actual experiences ofthe
communities. This agenda exploded onto the scene in the late
1960s, largely in response to college and. university-level curric-
ula that either ignored Asian Americens or evaluated them in
terms of premises and fremeworks predicated on assimilation
and other misapplied standards.

What some may not Ìoow, and many may have forgofüen,
is that the "administration" of the two ea¡liest Asian American
Studies programs wae original and radical, if not revolutionary,
in intent and practice. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a
coalition of students, lecturers, and community activists organ-
ized and ran the Asian American Studies programs at San
Francisco State and atthe University of California at Berkeley.
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They collectively controlled all aspects ofthe Studies, from the
courses to the overall curricula, to the hiring and ñring of
professors a'td even arlrninistrators. Let us briefly review the
genesis of these revolutionary (for the university, anyway) de-
velopments at the San Francisco State campus, noting that the
guirling principles for the Berkeley program were quite similar.

Fromthe beginning, the founders ofAsianAmerican Stud-
ies at San Francisco State University (then a "college") origi-
nally conceived and founded it as an independent, autonomous
field ofendeavor. The progrâm offeredits fi¡st set ofcourses on
Septenber 22, L969, and it was certainly the only progreñ in
the United States to do so within the context of a larger,
autonomous Ethnic Studies program (later, "school.")

'!Ve 
see the genesis of State's program within the original

five demands of the Third World Liberation Front lor T\4ILF]-
the coalition that brought Ethnic Studies at State into being,
which itself evolved <luring a massive and sometines militant
strike. The core ofthe T\¡\ILF s demands, was, first and foremost:

lTlhat a School of Ethnic Studies for the ethnic
groups involved in the Thfud World strike be set up
with the students in each partisular ethnic organiza-
tion having the authority and control of the hiring
and retention of any faculty member, director, admin-
istrator, as well as the curriculum in a specific area
of study.s

The demands prioritized three immediate goals. The first was
"open admissions," which required immediatp admission of all
"non-white" students, iaslu.ling thoge that had applied iluring
the fall and for the (then) s6ñing spring semesters of the
1968-1969 acadenic year. A second. goal concerned "community
control" ofthe curriculum content as well as hiring policies. îhe
third goal was self-governar.ce and, in fact, was a gtrirling
principle of Ethnic Studies.
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It is important to recall here that "autonom/ providedthe
base for a specific set of governing and decision-malcing necha-
nisms but more fundamentally, autonomy meant freedom f¡om
m ainstream departments controlling the school liaslud i n g fr ee-

dom from their judging it based traditional academic criteria),
as well as freedom from the bu¡eaucratic routine of acadenic
"business ag usual." Autonomy enabled Asian American schol-
ars to ¡¿k's links to specific Asian Anerican comrnunities.
"Relevance,n as defi-ned by curricula that address the issues and
needs of "the community,' rivas f|¡s eysrririing agenda. Asian
American Studies founders envisioned professors and classes
facilitating these ends; a collective ofstudents, professors and
community-based activists would monitor and evaluate both
professors and courses on an on-going basis. Over the longer
term, research, analysis, and community organizing build en-
able political empowerment and social change. This was, in
short, awhole newmethodologywhose code words and phrases
were "relevancy,''sèrve the people," and often "revolutionary
change"; this methodology had defined mechenisms Ìvithin the
structure and org¡ni2ation ofAsian American and Ethnic Stud-
ies to guide it along its intended path.

The earliest available documents regarding the actual
organization and operation of Asian American Studies at San
Francisco State College are quite revenling in this regard. In
contrast to what we might assume, AsianAmerican Studies was
far from a uni.ñed, egalitarian, pan-Asian collective. More than
anything else, the Studies was actually a working coalition of
planning commifüeee. Studies intentionally designed these
planning ssñmitþgs to be ethnic-specific (that is, Chinese
Americans ran Chinese American Studies, Filipino Americans
ran the Filipino American Studies component, etc.). The faculty,
potential faculty, students, fomer students, and community-
based orgenioers and communitymembers, who composedthese
communities \trere either directly involved in, or at the very
least, supportive of, the Third World Strike and its principles,
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and./or active in community-based social services. The ethnic-
specific planning committees met regularly, established agen-
das, and retained control over hiring, curicula, and other
matters pertaining to their progtarns [in an ethnic-specific
sensel \¡¡ithin.dsian American Studies. In fact, it was precisely
the principle of self-determination and self-governance that
allowed Asian American Studies to set up this ¿¡¡angement,
which technically violated the standard hierarchical governing
process of university departments, as specified by University
faculty manuals. Traditionily, of course, these rules facilitated
the creation of departments that were run by and for the
convenience ofsenior professors, and in terrrs ofthe "scholarl/
criteria they prioritized and imposed.

Again, the purpose of ThirdWorld solidaritywas to strike
for and win the right to self-govem.ance and self-deternination.
Self-gover:nance provided the aperture to set up ethnic-specific
pl¡nning g¡oups thatwouldbest insure that specif.c courses and
the curricula as a whole were organized by, for, and about
specific Asian Anerican communities. Ideally, courses were
supposed to be historically fremed, holistic, relevant, and com-
mitted to empowerment. A key point to emphasize about this
set-up is that its creators were concem.ed about aæountabiligr,
and they desigued the rhetoric of "community base" and "com-
munity control" specifically to provide and insure a lrind of
accountability that the university had completely neglected
insofar as Asian Americans were concer:ned.

Innovative principles designed to maximize inter- and
intra-ethnic solidarity, as well as smooth decision-matcing pro-
cesses, were also adapted within Asian American Studies and
within each of the plnnning gtoups (at least in contrast to the
usual operating procedures fsund in traditional academic de-
partments). These revolved around sstaþlishing "principles of
unit/ so that differences, whether political or persona'I, were to
be downplayed in order to achieve the common goals of the
planning grolrp, Asian American Studies, or Ethnic Studies as
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a whole. In addition, the Studies adopted a technically-illegal
"consensus model" of decision-maLing whereby everyone who
was actively involved-regardless sf f,sçhnisal rank as a stu-
dent, Iecturer, tenure-track, or tenured professor-was allowed
to vote. Furthermore, a ndissentingl vote could effectively table
or even veto a proposed policy or action. Wbile often time-con-
suming, in that groups need extended discussions to reach
conseûsus, this approach to decision-matcing was desirable.
After all, Asian Americans, because of their relatively small
numbers, had become tired of seeing their concems and priori-
triss ¡¡ampled every time an organization took a vote based on
"majority rules."

Questioning Gultural Nationalism: The Theoretlcal
Foundatlon of Aslan Amerlcan Studles

rffe propose that the political autonomy that the TWLF
demanded was in fact an expression of a theoretical position
known as "cultural nationalism.' Cultural nationalism entails
an 'ethnic nationalist ideolory," as one colleague puts it, which
highlights "unique" cultural traits based on language, history,
and values. Ethnic-speciñcity is thus the þ¡llm¿¡'! of cultual
nationalism, requiringthe militant promotion of ¿ 'nique ethnic
identity (note the singular fom here), as well as the prioritiza-
tion of cultu¡al presenration and "comrnunity controlo--cspe-
cially economic and political control over neighborhoods or
communities which were, ideally, tenitorially based.a

We submit that because the members of Agian American
Studies undertheorized their culturat nationalist underpin-
ningg, or in any case never subjected them to sustained, critical
evaluation, political contradistions generated a continual, neg-
ative undercurrent, which consequently undermined the pro.
gTam.
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Problems with the Nationalist Paradigm

During the 1970s, major political battles developed within
Asian American Studies. It broke into political factions around
issues of sexism (curriculum as well as persônnel issues, such
as who would obtain access to tenure-track positions or who
would become department chair); and the need to incor¡rorate
explicit theories of class analysis and struggle. The school was
also split over whether Asian Anerican Studies should develop
a major directed at a selective gloup of cornmitted students, or
become a "service-oriented" program. A service-oriented pro-
gram would be dedicated to ful-frlling "general education" re-
quirements, while at the same time provirìing a comprehensive
overview ofthe Asian American experience, tacitly driven by the
premises of cultural nationalism. While serious analysis ofthese
battles entaile more space than we have here, suffi.ce it to say
that the senrice-oriented project prevailed; while this meant
booming sil'ellñs¡fg throughout the 1980s, there was a trade
off-teneions arose among teachers over how to staff multiple
sections oflarge, lower-division survey courses, (the content of
which was all too often prosaic and routinized), which cut into
ethnic-specific curiculum and research endeavors. More impor-
tant, Studies marginalized sustained feminist discourses and
courses, as well as "class" as an analytic tool or a method for
comrnunity organizing. Interestingly enough, these turn out to
be precisely the kinds of weakrresses that were often replicated
wherever cultural nationalist agendas drive Ethnic Studies
progïams.

By the 1980s, the strike had become a legend+ven, quite
f¡ankly, mythologized. This occu:ned, ironically enough, during
the very period that the University began to seriously challenge
the school's right to autonomy and self-determination and its
constitute programs. The Universþ staged various attacks
iasl¡ding (reconfiguring" general education requirements (usu-
ally to the disadvantage of Ethnic and Asian American Studies
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curriculum), mounting courses in mainstrearn departments
that basically duplicated those offered in the School, and impos-
ing "Ph.D. onl/ stipulations on any job searches for new hires.s

At the same time, the key mechanism for relevance and
accountability---community-base and community-control-
began to dissolve. Activists, for one, began to control increas-
ingly large and sophisticated social-service bureaucracies that
had little need for the contributions of either full-time faculty or
student neophytes. Activists also needed to attend to the many
demands of city-, state-, and federal-level politics if they wanted
to keep open their lines to the major sources of external funding.
As a result, key community-based players had less and less time
to be directly involved in monitoring university progrâñs. At
the sarne time, administrators within the School of Ethnic
Studies evolved into a full-time bureaucrats, increasingly intent
on protecting their "turf." Second, as the bureaucratic politics of
survival sa çempus becane increasingly specialized and tacti-
cal, faculty at Studies assumed the entire burden of managing
the day-to-day struggles on campus. This institutionalization,
in turn, produced a faculty that became like other university
faculties who believe that the contributions of co'"munity-based
and student critics were usually well-intentioned but funda-
mentally uapragmatic or misi¡fomed.

Moreover, the composition and the nature of Asian Amer-
ican communities changed in the 1980s. For example, it.is
disheartening but nonetheless true that in the last presidential
election the vast majority (nlmsgf 70 percent) of the Asian
American electorate supported either Bush or Perot.6 îtris fact
alone muddies roma¡.tic characterizations of Asian American
communities as unified entities, committed to addressing ineq-
uities ofclass, gender, and race relations, let alone more radical
social change agendas.

In response to these changing conditions, AsianAsrerican
Studies at State became increasingly centralized and self-ab-
sorbéd. During the 1980s, a "pan-Asian" Asian American Stud-
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ies agenda has emerged, rlimi¡i5þi¡g the importance and role
of the ethnic-specific pl¡nning groups and courses. Unfortu-
nately, this shift also rliminished the original mecha.'isms de-
signed to insure relevance and accountability, insofar as there
is no specific ethnic community entailed in the concept "Asian
Anerican." Asian American faculty at State became both the
source that develops andthe'communit/ that evaluates Asian
American Studies. By the mid-1980s, the anti-traditional stance
of Studies at State had produced a situation where ød, hoc
practices and the institutionalization of "old bo/ community
ties were all that was left as the old ideologies began to crunble.

Toward a Revitalized Aslan American Studles

Despite our critical assessment of the field as a whole, and
of the progrâm at San Francisco State in particular, we are
committed to a struggle to revitalize Asian American Studies
nationwide.

Whatever the problems of the past, we believe that the
original vision, curricular focus, and radical orgenization of
Asian American Studies a¡e well worth reconsidering today.
The question remains, however, how do we reinterpret these to
meet our needs both inside the universities and. among
AsianÆacifi c Americans today?

One possibility that could frame this task seems especially
promising. The premises, goals, and practices of Asian Ameri-
can Studies can and should be rethought and reconfigured,
self-consciously and systematically, \4¡ithin the broader frame'
work of a theorized Ethnic Studies. Increasingly, sophisticated
histories of the component fields of Ethnic Studies have been
published, and it seems inperative that we draw from these
explicitly in reformulating Asian American Shrdies.T Advances
made in recent research and political stmggles frarned in terms
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oftransnational and global contexts and perspectives also seem
especially promising.

Here we would add that, although the study and inclusion
of theory is an activity that cert¡in members of the established
power structure in Asian American Studies sometimes regard
with suspicion, others have found theory crucial in pointing the
way to rupturing hegemony. \ffe feel theory has been useful, as
well, in compensating for the limitations of over-historicized and
over-empirical approaches to the study of Asian American arts
and literatures. Properly deployed, theory has helped us to
negotiate the inclusion of minority voices lvithin mins¡if,y fis-
courses, and can help to insure that we do not replicate the
mistakes of the past such as exclurling and neglecting our own
internal diversþ. What we remain sorely in need of, however,
is a retheorization of a more diverse and inclusive field that also
entails newly fra-ed visions of relevance and accountability.

In terms of the various issues and debates we have dis-
cussed above, the bottom line is simple. We ca¡ no longer rely
upon the exhausted tropes of cultural nationalism, whether
these be "ethnic specificity," the essentialized unity of ethnic-
specific experience, etbnic solidarity, or even "the communit¡r.'
Ifwe do nottake the initiative to redefine whatAsianAmerican
Studies, as an integral part of Etbnic Studies, is and what it
involves-if even on a working and provisional basis-universi-
ties and their schools, departments, and faculties will define
these for us.8 The pursuit and evaluation of what constitutes
Asian American Studies should be self-determined by a collec-
tive body of Asian Anerican scholars, çsmrnittgfl'to a range of
theoretically-informed practices, rather than by distanced prac-
titioners of traditional disciplines.e Only then can the critical,
integrative field of Asian American Studies continue to grow
and evolve in its own úght, as a component of Ethnic Studies,
which was the very point of its creation in the first place.
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Notes

1. Lest it be assumed otherwise, some scholars of Asian American
descent, including some who ostensibly practice Asian Americån
Studies, are very much in support ofsuch criteria. In our eyes, these
Asian Americans tangibly empower that pari of the academy that
seeks to depoliticize us. For an interesfing illustration ofthis ten-
dency, albeit in a slightly different vein, see Maivân Clech Lân,
"Reeisting tnside/Outside Classism," Forwørd Motion, 2 (L992):
õ9-63.

2. ltris ove¡r¡iew is based on our (combined) experience of 20 years with
this program. In addition, we have d¡awn from a range of sources
including formal and informal interviews with the original founders
of Asian American Studies at State and its present faculty (many of
whom were leaders in the Third World Liberation Front), presenta-
tions made at a conference held in honor of the 20th year cornmem-
oration ofthe San Fra¡rcisco State Strike, and the a¡chives ofthe
School of Ethnic Studies, San Francisco State-+specially the fold-
ers pertaining to "Asian American Studies" and the Tapanese
American Planning Group." Tbo articles that were also helpful in
fornulating our view of developments at State were James
Hirabayashi, "Eth.uic Education: Its Ptuposes and Prospects,n On
Co¡nman Ground: A Joumal of Ethnic Tlwught,l (1979), and IG¡en

State College Strike, 1968-69:

B_41. 
," Annrosialournal,tí(1989),

3. sheetarticulatingthe
as those ofthe Thi¡d

ltrorld Liberation Front. îhe emphasie in the quote is our own. For
the record, we Dote that the TWLF was a coalition of six student
groups, tb¡ee of which represented Asia¡r Americans: the Asian
American Political Alliance, the Pilipino American Collegiate En-
deavor, and the Intercollegiate Chinese for Social Astion.

4.

Howard Winant, RæiaJ Formotian in th¿ Unit¿d Støtcs: From the
1960s to the 1980s (New York, Routledge, 1986); and Louis L.
Synder, "Cultu¡al Nationali em," Eræyclopediø of Natio¡rcl¡¡rn (New
York, Paragon House, 1990), 64- 66. We note for the record that we
could not agÌee aÁ¡ to the degree to which cultu¡al nation¡li¡m wa¡
an erplbit theoretical guide to the majority of individuals who
formr¡lated and ranAsianAmerie¿n Studies, or the extent to which
the vereion ofcultural nationalism that we describe nay have been
impacted by the Marxist, L€ninist, or Maoist doctrines that were so
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prevalent in the initial stages of Ethnic and Asian American Stud-
ies. These are issues, however, that deserve the extended research
that wor¡ld be necessarSr to resolve them.

5. During the 1970s-iue in no small part to a lack of faculty sensitive
to ¡nd aware ofthe conditions provoking strikes for Etbnic Studies,
as well as to American experi-
ences, there the part of many
universities uld be assembled
to lecture and teach in Asian American Studies, if only on a part-
time or temporary basis.

During the 1980e, this flexibility began to vanieh. Insreas-
ingly, even at the statê college level, let alone the public and pri-
vate research universities, "Ph.D. required" clauses cha¡acterized

University of California, Berkeley, establiahed in the mid-1g80s,
is the only doctoral progrem in the United Statee with thie ex-

tory, psycholory, political scieDce, sociolory, a¡rd so forth.
6. These data appear in a table, "Dietribution ofVote for Presidential

Ca¡rdidateso in Milton D. Morris, "Clintpn'e Vital Minority," Tltc
World. and I, February (1993), 24.

an Indigenous Model," Amcritan Ind.ian Culture ønd R¿seorch Jour-
nø1,11(L987), 1-16; and Carlos Muñoz, Jr.,Youth, IdcntigL power:
TItc Chicano Mouemcnt (New Yor\ Verso, 1gB9). Innovàtive and
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8. Ou¡ colleague Ray Iou made this very point to the membership of
the Association for Asian American Studies almost a decade ago; see
Raymond Lou, "Commentary,o Association for Asiøn Atnerican
Studies Newsletter, Vol. 1 (1984), 1-2. He reportedly received no
response. It might be noted that although it has logged ¿i series of
important achievements, none of the official documents of the Aseo-
ciation, including its constitution and by-laws, specificatly defines
what Asia¡ American Studies is or what it involves. Tllis, we would
argue, has contributed to the cu¡rent co-optation ofthe field.

9. We want to emphasize here that the implications of inaction in thie
regard fall differentially on the ehoulderg ofindividual practitioners
ofAsianAmerican Studies: students, commr¡¡rity activiets andmem-
bers, and, of course, junior-level (especially, untenu¡ed) faculty
members, are the most likely to euffer when the field is left unde-
fined and its constituent activities unspecified.
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